
PERCEPTLJAL CHARACTERISTICS DF VOWELS 

Kurt Johansson 

My intention in this p~per is to report some investigations concerning 

how adults and children perceive vowsls, or rather how they descril;le 

their perception of vowels 

a) when they have complete freedom for desoription 

and 

b) when the frame of description i~ limited in some way or other 

by the experimenter, 

The investigations were carried out during two terms of serninar work 

with students at the Department of linguistics, Lund University, The 

tes~s were carried out by students of phonetics and presented in indepen

dent reports, This isa revision, based on the original data from th8se 

papers, 

INTHODLJCTION 

While qui te a lot has been sBid al;lout the discrimination and ident:i.f:i.--, 

cation of vowels, descriptions of perceptual characteristics seem to 

be rather scarQe, Oescriptiqns qoncerning similarity ars given by Gate 

Hansson (e.g, 1967). El.i F:i.scher-J~rgensen (e,g, 1967) exemplifies arr--· 

other typs of investigatio~, where the task had been to describe vowels 

by using certain previously fixed adjec~ives. 

Generally speaking the p[3rceptual dimension has been much less in

vestigated than has the articulatory and the acoustic, in spite of the 

fact that its importance has often been stressed and that it has often 

been argued that the distincti'Je featu:res should be given perceptual 

labels rather than labels pertaining to the other levels, Of cour~e, 

the es2oenb.al th;J.;1g could hardly be to make a consistent choice of te0-

minology from one lE;Jvel or another, but rather that fJVailabli3 clata urJ 

a (possible) psycholinguistic reality are reflected by the choice. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper ta give a detailed account qf 

the extensive discus~ion that has taken piace qn the do~ain of dis

tinctive features, particularly since the appeararice of Jakobson;-Fant

Halle "s Preliminariss to 6peech Analysis (1952). Ths purpo1e is in

stead to make a contribution to this discussion with the previously 
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mentioned seminar investigations as a starting-point. 

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATIONS 

The investigations concerned two main fields: 

A, Associations between vowels and adjectives 

B. Associations between vowels and colours. 

The same material was used for tests I-V viz. the long Swedish vowels 

[i:, e:, E.:, a.:, o:, u:, y:, 'W,:, ~:] plus the short [a]. The vowels 

were uttered as monophthongs by a male phonetician and recorded on tape. 

Formant frequencies of these vowels are given in Table 1, 

F1 F2 F3 

i 200 Hz 2300 Hz 2900 Hz 

e 350 2200 2650 

f. 500 2000 2300 

a 800 1250 

a. 500 900 

0 350 650 

u 250 600 

y 225 2200 2400 

u 250 1850 2400 

~ 400 1600 2200 

Table 1. Formant frequencies of the vowels used in tests I-V, 

Field A comprised the following tests: 

I. Judgements using 6 given adjectives that are frequently 

used in phonetics for describing vowels peroeptually. 

II. Free association between vowels and adjectives. 

III. Judgements using 7 given adjectives. This investigation 

was based on the free associations in test II, 

Field B was composed of the following tests: 

IV. Free associations between vowels and colours. 

V. Judgements using given colours. Th~s investigation was 

based an the free associations in test IV. 

VI. The same as IV and V but with French oral and nasal vowels 

and French listeners. 



All tests started with some buffer stimuli. In each randomized test 

each stimulus appeared on three different occasions, each time pre

sented three times in a succession with about on&0 second pauses. 

FIELD A (ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN VOWELS AND ADJECTIVES) 

Test I 

The starting-point for this investigation were 6 adjectives, often 

used for perceptual descriptions of vowels: 

ljus - mörk ( 111ight": 11 dark 11
) for [i]:[u] 

tunn - fyllig ( "thin": "mellow") for [i/ u]: [akt] 

klar - dov ("bright":"dull") for [i]:[y] 

The material was first presented to 14 phonetically naive Swedish uni

versity students who were asked to give one or mors adjectives for each 

vowel, with second choices in brackets. However, some of the listeners 

did not indicate their primary choice at all. But if these people had 

been excluded from the analysis, the results would still have been very 

much the same. 

A second test that on the whole o.ould be regarded as a repetition of 

the first one was undertaken same time later. Here, only one adjective 

was to be listed for each vowel. The 10 listeners had also partici

pated in the first part. 

Though the circumstances are not quite comparable, the scores are 

treated as if they had been achieved on the same occasion. (Table 2.) 

i e f. a ~ 0 u y t.L r/J 

O..ight 32 28 7 18 5 5 
i=-.r====!. 

k:lark 5 2 15 8 17 18 20 14 16 21 
-

It hin 25 18 9 26 7 3 3 15 12 5 
~~-

mellow 5 3 20 10 14 11 14 20 13 19 
-

bright 13 27 21 20 33 5 3 12 7 9 

dull 3 3 9 1 6 43 43 13 31 28 

Table 2, Scores for the six adjectives used in test I. The responses 

from two sim:Llar tests have been pooled. 
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There are same clear tendencies. They are perhaps still more appar

ent from table 3 below, where I have given the three mast common ad

jectives for each vowel, with the one mast preferred first. 

i 

e 

a 

a. 
0 

u 

light 

light 

bright 

thin 

bright 

dull 

dull 

mellow 

dull 

dull 

2 

thin 

bright 

mellow 

bright 

dark 

dark 

dark 

thin 

dark 

dark 

3 

bright 

thin 

dark 

light 

mellow 

mellow 

mellow 

dark 

mellow 

mellow 

Table 3. The three most common adjectives for each vowel in test I 

(cf. table 2). When underlined an adjective dominates com

pletely. 

"Light/thin/bright" are the adjectives principally found for [i] 

and [e]. For [ej the order is "light/bright/thin". 

If we campare [i] and [y] which are rather akin from an articula

tory as well as from an acoustic angle, we find for the rounded vowel 

that the lowering of F2 and (particularly) F3 have caused a shift to-

wards "mellow", "dark", and "dull". 

For ['l.J.J, where there has been a further lowering of F2, the listen

ers p ref er "dull", but also "dark" and "mellow" appear. As a matter of 

fact [W.] belongs to the same perceptual group as [u], [o], and[~]. 

In all cases the same adjectives are chosen, and in the same order: 

"dull/dark/mellow", with "dull" as the dominating choice. 

"Mellow" and "dark" also appear for [f] and [a], indifferent order, 

however, and in both cases "bright" is the most common adjective. PaY'

ticularly for [a.] it dominates completely. "Bright" is also found for 

[a], but here together with "thin" and "light", 

On the whole the results are satisfactory though the different vowels 

are not kept totally apart, We get two clearly separated groups, [i/e] 



and [u/o/7.c.l./~], but also [!] and [a.] that sssm to be connsctsd somshow. 

[a] and [y] sesm to constituts intsrmsdiate forms. 

The main tendsncy would have bssn ths same if ths two tests had besn 

trsated separately. Same changss would have appsarsd, however: "dull" 

instsad of "dark" for[!:] and [y] (in one test). For [y] "thin" in one 

test was exchangsd for "bright" in ths othsr. In connection with [W.] 
"thin" is chossn in ons cass instsad of "dark", showing a certain and 

sxpsctsd kinship with [y] and [i]. Thsrs would also havs bssn same 

changss of ths order bstwssn ths adjsctives, comparsd to the order in 

table 3. 
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Thsss were the main rssults of this test, In order to procead furthsr 

along this lins, a semantic normalization has to be made, Now, sams of 

ths adjactivss seem to be synonymous. Particularly "dark", "dull", and 

"msllow" saem to interchangs freely. 

Test II 

For this test tha subjects wsra instructad to givs ons adjsctiva only, 

that bast dascribed tha vowsl, with no restrictions on thair choica. 

That tha listenars wers not rsstrictad toa csrtain kind of adjsctive 

means for instance that also colour adjsctivss appaar, albait sparsely. 

Furthar, not only ara "pursly" perceptual terms to be axpactad, but 

also tarms raferring to ths articulatory lavsl, If tha motor thaory of 

spssch perception is corrsct, ons might axpact quits a fsw adjactivas 

of that kind, though csrtainly not so many for vowals as for consonants, 

whsra tha tactils feedback is mors obvious. In fact, tarms of that typs 

did appear, but thsy ara vary rara and whsnsvsr thay occur thay do not 

always hava a connaction with tha actual articulatory faatures of ths 

vowal in quastion, Sas howsver tabla 4. 

Two groups of 1G-12 listsnars aach took part in this invastigation, 

group A consisting of students agad about 20 and group B of school 

childran agad 10 to 11. Group A was tastsd oncs and group B twics. 

Rasults 

Under thsss circumstancss it is quits obvious that ths distribution of 

choicss must be vary grsat, In all about 70 diffsrant adjactivas wsra 

offsrad by group A and about 60 by group B. In mast casas an adjsctive 
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only appears occasionally, but as could be seen from table 4 there are 

same more frequent choices. In a few cases different adjectives have 

been gathered under the same heading. For instance some kantig ("angu

lar") responses have been added to spetsig ("sharp"). This does not 

alter the facts, however. 

i e f. a a. 0 u V w.. r/J 

sharo 28 21 5 2 13 9 

light 8 4 7 12 5 2 

bright 2 4 

cold 4 4 

hard 4 7 10 2 5 2. 

thin 2 2 3 3 2 

dark 6 15 

gloomy ') 
C..e 3 11 2 5 9 4 -

dull 2 11 17 2 6 

coarc3B 2 2 3 2 2 

saft 4 3 

"'OUnd 2 3 2 

bleatino 3 20 

clm-3e 2 4 
~ 

half-open 7 10 

Table 4, Scores for free association between vowels and consonants, 

Groups A and B are pooled, The Swedish adjectives were spet-

1 , ~. kall, hård, tunn, mörk, ayster, dov, grov, 

runde, bräki\;l_,, sluten, halvöppen respectively. 

In the investigation reported above [i] was "J.ight/thin/bright". 

"Light" is thr3 only adjective of these that to some extent maintains 

its place, but herr:1 "light" must give way to "sharp" which is the ad

jective preferred by most listeners, "Angular", "piercing" (skarp), 

"keen" (~) arEJ other adjectives of a similar meaning, which also 

occur occasionally for this vowel. 

[y] and [W.] have their highest scores for "sharp", too, indicating 

a kinship with [)], "Cloomy" for [y] in this test might correspond to 

"mellow/ dark" in test I. 



[u] and [o] ar(:3 still "dull", [o] is 'hqrcl1 as well, [u] "halfropen" ( ! ) , 

hOWBVBJ:l, 

[~], whic;h was also labelled "dyill/hard/mellow" in test I I getrs U113 

highest score for "r;:li=J.Y'k", An influence from the vowel letter or thE, 

yowel sound in the matching a.dj8ct:i.v,e qffered by trm l;istener.· car,mot 

be excluded, here or elsewher~. 

[.€] is labeller;:J ''bleating", probably for the s.ame reason. 

[CA,] is primarily "tightl', wh:i,.lEJ th13 domirii=J.qng (;3.djoctivs in the rn:1.r-

lier investigation was "briqrht!', The ea:rlie:r "thin/bright/light" for 
I 

[a] has become ''glopmy/light/hard'\ 

No doubt some consi$tpnpy could be found betwpen tests I ard 11 1 

also when groups A and Bare treated sepanately. Consid~ring the low 

scores in test II d~finite conclusions a~e impossible, 

Test III 

This :Lnvest:i.gf;ltion is a con13f;lquence af test II. The mast frequL:::mt ad·-

jm,tives from that test have been made L,IP into QflB set, i. e, 0 sharp 11
, 

"1ight", "gloomy", and "hard". Further, the opprn,:;ites of "light'' and 

"hard" were inclwded, Le. "dark" and "soft", "Bright" was includeci D\i 

a potential opposite of "gloomy". No more opposites appear, Personc;\lly 

I mi~,s "dull", which obv:Lously belongs to the most frequent []TDup I unc:J 

which furthermore was the most frequent choice in test I. In Drder Lc1 

cmTuct, at luast to some E;;xtunt, a yvron[] choice of adjecti\/C3:::,, thm:·u 

waE:, also an opc3n alternative, whe:re the l:Lsteners might choo:::,r:-1 frm;ly, 

Three groups of listeners were tested: 

Results 

Group l: a group of 11 students of phoneti~s aged 25 to 60 

Group n: 17 school children aged 10 ta 11 

GrQup III: 5 phonetically naive adults aged 21 to 30, 

fhe variety of responses is large in all group$, Thers is slightly more 

consistency among the adults than among the children, but there ars 

common tendencies w:Lthin all groups. Below (table 5) ths groups ars 

treated as one group. As can be ssen, all adjectivss hava mmre than 

10CJ :respo11ses, none more than 1851 In m'der to facil:L tate a compariscm 

with the earl:Lsr tests the th:re~ most common adjectives for ~ach vowe1 
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and each test ara given in table 6, with the mast frequent adjective 

first. 

i 8 ~ a a. 0 u V w.. r/J total 

sharo 32 10 14 19 7 2 1 23 8 9 125 

light 28 11 11 14 8 1 8 22 6 2 111 

brioht 6 14 4 21 24 8 2 6 6 9 100 

hard 22 31 19 36 18 11 13 19 8 8 185 

dark 1 10 11 2 21 22 33 5 19 29 153 

gloomy 2 14 25 4 11 17 14 15 24 35 161 

saft 6 8 10 2 6 30. 23 8 26 3 122 

other 2 1 5 1 3 8 5 1 2 4 32 
~hoice 

Table 5, Choice between given adjectives. The scores for the three 

groupc:o in test III ara pooled, "Other choice" also includes 

blank responses, 

11 Sharp" and "light" evidently give a good characterization of [i]. 

For the back rounded vowels there is "dull", not included in test 

III, together with "dark", "mellow", "saft", and "gloomy". These ara 

also found for [U], and, with the exception of "saft", for[~]. Ob

viously as a result af the energy shift towards higher frequencies in 

comparison with [u] and [o], such adjectives as "sharp", "light", and 

"bright" appear, 

With such adjectives as "sharp" and "mellow/gloomy", [y] has fea

tures in common with [i] as well as with the rest of the rounded vowels. 

[ e J is "hard '', "sharp", but also "light" and "bright". 

[EJ is difficult ta account for. The responses lack uniformity. There 

ars "bright", "hard", and "sharp", but also "bleating", "gloomy", and 

"mellow", 

[a] is "bright" and "light", but also "dark", 

"Bright" and "light" ara found for [a], too, but also "hard", "thin", 

and "gloomy". 



1 2 3 

i I light thin bright 
II sharp light -
III sharp light hard 

8 I light bright thin 
II sharp (light) (hard) 
III hard bright gloomy -

C, I bright mellow dark 
II bleating (gloomy) (thin) 
III gloomy hard sharp 

a I thin bright light 
II gloomy light hard 
III hard - bright sharp 

0.. I bright dark mellow 
II light sharp (bright/cold/soft) 
III bright dark hard 

,o I dull dark mellow 
II dull° hard half-open 
III saft dark gloomy 

u I dull dark mellow 
II dull half-open gloomy 
III dark saft gloomy 

y I mellow thin dark 
II sharp gloomy hard 
III sharp light hard 

!J..L I dull dark mellow 
II sharp light (gloomy/close) 
III saft gloomy dark 

/J I dull dark mellow 
II dark dull (coarse/hard/light) 
III gloomy dark bright/sharp 

Table 6, The mast common adjectives for each vowel in tests I, II, 

and III, respectively. When underlined an adjective domi

nates completely, Only exceptionally (from test II) havs 

adjectives with scores lower than 5 been included (in brack

ets), 
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Discussion 

With this material as a starting-point it does not seem impossible to 

reach a satisfactory perceptual description of the vowels. In spite of 

the fact that the problem has been attacked from somewhat different 

angles in the three tests, and that listeners of different age and pho

netic knowledge have been used, there is good agreement on certain 

points, 

[i] receives similar judgements in the three tests, and so do the 

rounded vowels, particularly the back vowels. "Light":"~", or in 

the language Df thl'l listeners of these tests "sharp": "~", seems to 

be the dimension rnDst easily agreed upon. Considerir1!:J Lhe predominance 

on one hand of high, and on the other hand of low frequencies, this is 

hardly unexpected, 

[a.] ( "bright") seems to constitute another extreme, but it is hard

J.y so well defined, "Mellow", which has often been used for description 

of low vowels, does not seem adequate, 

The dimension "dull":"bright" primarily seems to cancern [u/o]:[a./a], 

but "bright" appemrs in effect for all unrounded vowels. 

There are intermediary forms, e.g. the front rounded vowels [y] and 

['W..], which have "sharp" in common with [i], and "dull", "mellow", and 

"gloorny" with [u] and [o], 

The data sE,em to some extent to suggest that the extrernes, parti-

[ J [ ·1 .' cularly _i and u~, i,e, the acoustic extremes, are used as reference 

vowels, in Dther words as more absolute units than the other voweJs, 

This would rnean that when ar1 [i] is judged as "sharp", it is not so 

rnuch in with the other vowels but rather in the same way 

as a whistle (or perhaps an [s] arnong the obstruents) may be perceived 

as "strident", "sharp", or "piercing". Similarly [u] would be per

ceived generally as "dull" by virtue of the very low frequencies cha

racterizing it. 

My intention is not to squeeze the data too much. What was, however, 

quite clear frorn test II was that the vowels were not to any great ex

tent perceived in terms of colour or production, Much further elucida

tion is needed. I hope to be able to return to this problem later (as 

well as to the perception of consonants with investigations along the 

same line), 



The grsat problem in investigations of this kind is of a sernantic 

natura, Thc=i DrthCJgraphy, tDo, ccmstitutE.:,:c, a "disturbanco", How wi.11 it 

svar be possible to understand what a person means by a certain term 

and to relate this to what other persons rnoan? Ono way will perhaps 

be in pairs, wl1f3re one vowol cumE3f3 first the firE,t tima, 

tho other vowel the second timo. If the listonsrs aro to describs the 

sscond vowsl relative to the first one, it would at least be po1siblo 

to at what the difforent listonsrs considor to bo terminological 

Eventually also the influence of difforent vCJics qualities (mals, 

femalo 1 and child 1
~ voice) on tho judgoments of different types of 

listeners must be taken into consideration. The material must alsD be 

varied as to duration and cl=irtainly also as to ccmsonantal contr3xt, 

FIELD B (ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN VOWELS AND COLOLJR5) 

11
,,, tho structure of sound and colour systems shows marked agreements. 

Moreover, cases of pronounced coloursd hearing, especially in childrsn 

ur retc1i.,H:od fnim childhcmd, ir-1 which acoustic imprFJsi:3ions and 

sourid,3 1 "appsar bound non·-arbitrarily, rE:,[:JUlc:1rly and 

with tJ1r3 ,3ame colour expsriences", show the closEJ connsc·

tion of the vowels o and u with the specifically dark colours, and of 

e and i on ths other hand, with ths specifically light colours,'' (R. 

cJakDhsm:' Chi ld , Aphfä,ia, and Phmmlogical Uni\!f.Jrsals, 1::J(:3EJ, 

iJ, 82, ) 

Now and then statements of the above kind may be found in the li

tc!nrt:urc,, It i,J ci:Lfficult to soy how cornrnon a prunciuncl::,d colDur pFir-· 

is, but the investigatiDns repDrted above show that very few 

and. vowc::lc,, act 

the task to assDciab3 fnmly betwsen adjectivl-3,3 

choose colour adjsctives. Otherwiss I can give an 

exarnple that ut least children may perceive vowels as colours, A six

yrn:,r,···Dlsl ,3Dn of a friond of mine a~,sigmxl colDur,3 with grc=:at ccmficlm1ce 

not to isolatsd vowels but also tu words containing two vowsls, If 

the worc:l contaim,d one "ysllow" and cms "blus" vowel, it was rcportecJ 

as 1 and so on, Now, after a couple of years at school, at least 

his mors spontaneous abili js said to havs decrsased. 
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:3CJc:Lat:LCJn:.;: 
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1. 

0 blue 

u dark brown 

2. 

o blue-red 

u dark blue 

g. red CE rose 

i light blue e yellow 

L grey i silver white 

Q._ red 

e light green 

i canary yellow 

One of the conclusions in connection with test II above was then that 

colour rerception can hardly be the primary type of perception, From the 

tests below we may in other words only find out, if we nevertheless may 

havs the ability to associate vowels and colours in a fairly consistent 

way, It might also be possible ta relate the ability of children in 

this respect to that of adults. 

Test IV 

This test was carried out with the same listeners as in test II, both 

group A (adults) and group B (children). Each group, consisting of 

10-12 listeners, judged the material once, and their task was to asso

ciate freely to colours. 

Results 

The total scores for both groups are reported in table 7. In table 8 

the three most common colours for each vowel are given, 

As can be seen the choice has primarily been between two colours for 

each vowel. It may be suspected that the orthography may have played an 

important role in some cases, though the listeners had been requested 

to try to neglect it, This is probably not true to any greater extent 

for [i], though it is characterized as "white" (cf, test VI), Other 

possible orthographical and vowel sound influences are that [~] is 

"green" (gr9.n), [o] is "blue" (bl!), ['lJ.] is "yellow" (gl;;,1), and [a/a.] 

are "black" ( sv~rt), 

[e/,!/y] are primari.ly "green", [y] with a tings of "white", reveali.ng 

ki.nshi.p wi.th [i], 



i 8 a 0 u y 

white 41 2 6 4 3 3 2 12 2 2 

1Yellow 11 7 17 1 1 6 20 9 29 1 

~reen 1 17 23 2 2 8 14 4 41 

blus 5 10 2 9 6 30 16 5 1 5 

black 2 3 21 26 2 3 2 

irBd 3 12 21 24 1 7 7 5 17 

lilac 7 4 1 1 8 2 2 

pink 14 1 1 

grey 1 9 1 9 18 4 2 7 1 

brown 6 3 4 7 5 7 10 18 

Table 7, Scores for free associations between vowels and colours, 

Groups A and 8 are pooled. 

i 

e 

E.. 

a 

Cl. 

0 

u 

y 

7.J.. 

~ 

Table 8. 

white -
green 

green 

redLblack 

black 

blue 

yellow 

green 

yellow 

green 

2 

yellow 

red 

yellow 

red 

grey 

blue 

white 

brown 

red 

3 

blue 

pink 

brown 

The three mast common colours for each vowel (cf, table 7), 

When underlined the colours dominate completely, Only colours 

with scores higher than 10 are included. 
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Some differences could be seen between the groups. The children are 

somewhat less consistent and sometimes prefer other colours, 

As for [i/e/i] there are no real differences. Nor are there for [a/a], 

though group A favours "red" and group B "black". [y/ld,] are "brown" for 

group A, [y] "green/white" and [tl] "yellow" for group B. Group A chose 

"yellow" for [u] and "blue" for [o], while group B preferred "blue" and 

"grey/blue", respectively. 

It is obvious that somehow the orthographic influence must be mas

tered. In tests V and VI we have tried to solve this problem by using 

colour plates in such a way that the listeners would not have to write 

down the names of the colours. 

Test V 

Here the listeners were given 6 colours to choose among, "white/yellow/ 

green/blue/red/black'' plus an open choice providing the possibility to 

choose other colour,s, i f necessary, The above colours were, together 

with "brown" and "grey", the most frequent in test IV. 

The material was presented to two groups, group A consisting of 19 

adults aged 20 to 57, group B of 21 children aged about 11. 

In order to avoid the orthographic influence a plate had been made 

containing the six colours mentioned above, Each colour was provided 

with a number to be written on the response sheet instead of the name 

of the colour, 

Results 

In table 9 below the responses for groups A and Bare pooled. 

The three most common colours for each vowel are more easily seen 

in table 10, 

There are some differences, but also some similarities, in compari

son with test I. 

Here, too, [i] is associated wi th "whi te", "Red" reappears for [a.J, 
but not for [a], and "black" is not particularly common for either of 

these vowels, [ u] has changed from "yellow/blue" to "black/green". [o] 

and [EJ are still "blue" and 11 green 11
, respectively, while [e] has 

changed from "green/red" to "blue/red", AJ.so for the rounded front 

vowels there are same changes: for [y] from "green/white" to "yellow/red", 



i e a 0 u y 

white 50 14 16 25 20 3 12 13 5 5 

yellow 33 19 7 26 21 11 15 33 19 12 

green 1 18 28 8 16 22 22 14 21 31 

blue 12 28 20 19 15 49 11 15 14 17 

blaqk 4 8 12 15 14 14 24 9 23 37 

red 11 21 18 18 23 11 14 20 15 7 
I 

other 9 12 19 9 11 10 22 16 23 11 
choic1;1 

Table 9, 5cores for associations between vowels and 6 given colours, 

Groups A and Bare pooled. 

2 3 

i white yellow -e blue red 

i green blue 

a yellow white 

a.. red yellow whib3 

0 blue green 

u black green 

y yellow red 

tJ. black green 

~ black green 

Table 10. The three most common colours assigned to each vowel in 

test V (cf, table 9}. When underlined the colour domiriates 

completely. Only colours with scores higher than 20 ar8 

included. 
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for [ul] from "yellow/brown" and for[~] from "green/red" to "black/ 

green". 

Also in this test the adults are more consistent than the children. 

As the material is the same in the two tests reported above I have 

taken the liberty to treat the adult groups as a single group and the 

children's groups as another, in order to get, if possible, the d:i.f

ferences that may occur between groups of different age, See tables 

11-13. 

i e f_ a a. 0 u y '/Al ~ 

white 44 6 6 19 17 4 6 13 1 3 

yellow 22 12 15 10 8 12 22 24 15 6 

qreen 15 22 2 6 12 16 7 17 41 

blue 7 24 9 19 16 40 10 9 9 11 

black 1 2 6 14 15 4 5 ,Q. 7 13 

red 10 15 10 17 20 5 9 10 11 9 

other 7 16 22 9 8 13 22 23 30 7 
choice 

Table 11, Total score for the adult groups in tests IV and V con

cerning vowels in relation to colours. 

i e :E. a a. 0 u y u ~ 

white 42 ~ 9 3 6 8 4 2 

yellow 25 13 3 15 23 14 6 

::rreen 1 19 32. 6 10 14 20 11 12 30 

blue 11 20 13 12 9 43 11 12 7 14 

black 3 6 6 13 19 12 19 7 16 24 

red 7 16 8 25 31 6 11 10 10 16 

other 7 14 9 14 5 15 14 25 33 4 
choice 

Table 12, Total score for the children's groups in tests IV and V 

concerning vowels in relation to colours, 



i 

e 

a 

0 

u 

y 

A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

1 

white 

white 

blue 

blue 

green 

green 

(blue/white) 

red 

red 

red 

blue 

8 blue 

A 

8 

A 

yellow 

green 

yellow 

8 yellow 

A 

8 

(green) 

(black) 

A green 

8 green 

2 

yellow 

yellow 

(red/green) 

(green) 

(yellow) 

(yellow) 

(red) 

(yellow) 

(white) 

(black) 

(green) 

(black) 

(yellow) 

black 

3 

(red) 

(blue) 

(yellow) 

(red) 

Table 13. The three mast common colours for each vowel, The two adult 

groups from tests IV and V are pool ed ( A), and so are the 

children's groups (B). When underlined a colour dominates 

completely, Colours with scores lower than 15 are not in

cluded. Colours in brackets have scores lower than 20. 

As can be seen from table 13, there are certainly very great simi

larities between the two groups, Only on three points do there seem 

to be more apparent differences, viz. for [a], [u], and ['W..]. For 

[a] "red" appears, however, for adults as well as for children, and 

it is the dominating colour for [a.]. "Yellow" and "green" are associ-
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atsd with [u] by both groups. [M] looks more irregular, but if s.g. 

most of the "brown" rssponsss of test IV had bssn replacsd by "ysllow", 

if the conditions had bssn quite ths same as in test V, which doss not 

seem too unlikely, "ysllow" would havs dominatsd for the adults as well 

as for ths childrsn. The diffsrences ars indssd vsry small between the 

two groups, 

An arrangement of the same kind as the Jakobsonian might have the 

following appearance: 

i white 

e blus 

i green 

a red 

.i yellow 

W: ysllow 

E. green 

u ysllow/green 

0 blus -

!b red 

In spits of ths supposition that ths listsnsrs may havs had diffi

cultiss in disregarding ths orthography, ths results are so unanimous 

that one does not hssitats to stats that ths listsnsrs rsally posssss 

ths ability to associate fairly consistsntly bstwsen vowels and colours. 

This goss for both groups, 

In a tentativs arrangsment liks ths one abovs thsrs are sevsral 

overlappings, which do not seem to be sntirsly unsystsmatic. No doubt 

ths arrangsmsnt could serve as a starting-point for continued invssti

gations. 

To coupls the rssults from ths test concsrning colours to those 

concsrning adjectivss in general does not appsar particularly msaning

ful at this stags, but in both casss the data indicate that it is pos

sibls to rsach a perceptual dsscription that is not founded 011 the lin

guist-s intuition alons, 

Test VI 

The following French vowels were includsd in this test [i, e, l , a, Q, o, 

u, Y, ~' rn, l, rn, a,, 3 ], 
For practical reasons the Frsnch student carrying out ths test was 

not able to use prerecorded material, but had to pronounce the vowsls 

himself at each test situation. The listensrs wsrs tsstsd ansat a tims. 

18 Frenchmsn took part in this test, and thsir first task was toas

sociats freely between vowels and colours. Thrss of ths listsnsrs did 

not consider it possibls to associate with colours and are not includsd 



in the tables below. 

14 of the remaining listeners also took part in a second experi

ment. This differed from the first in that the listeners gave their 

responses by pointing to coloured squares - "white", "yellow", "red", 

"blue", "green", "brown", and "black". Each colour except "white" was 

divided into shades from lighter to darker. 

Each listener was asked to give only one colour per vowel and ex

periment. 

Results 

In table 14 the responses to both experiments are reported together. 

i ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

e € a (l. 0 u y CE E. CE a.. :> 

white 12 1 

lyellow 12 6 1 4 3 6 8 9 5 1 1 2 

brown 2 7 1 3 4 8 8 4 11 4 9 

lqreen 2 6 15 1 1 2 7 4 3 3 

blue 2 5 2 5 4 7 11 10 4 4 2 5 6 2 

black 1 1 7 10 3 3 1 3 3 4 4 2 2 

lred 2 3 13 14 13 5 4 4 4 2 4 9 5 

other 1 5 1 2 2 4 2 1 5 5 6 
bhoice 

Table 14. Scores for associations between French vowels and colours. 

Two tests pooled. 
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Of course the responses are too few to permit any far-reaching con

clusions, but certain similarities to the Swedish material seem to exist. 

Here, too, [i] is "white" and "yellow", which is an indication that 

it is really possible to free oneself from the orthography (French blanc, 

jaune}. [~] is "green", [a/a.] "red" in both cases, Rounded vowels show 

a certain tendency towards "yellow/brown", 

The nasal vowels have as a rule caused considerable difficulty. One 

of the listeners remarked, after having taken part in the test, that 

the nasals were no real sounds. Another listener called them "semi-

sounds". 

Where a comparison with the corresponding oral vowels is possible, 
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the judgements seem to be of a similar nature, with somewhat lower 

scores for the nasals, 

Summing up it could be said that the colour experiments suggest 

that a coupling of vowels to colour perception is possible. Evident

ly there is reason to expect results of a more universal bearing in 

this connection. The orthographical difficulties will certainly not 

be easy to handle, but the method used in test VI, with a colour plate 

containing squares with a number of variants of the same colour would 

seem to be a useful method for solving some of these problems. Pre

senting several shades of the same colour will certainly make it easier 

for listeners who may not be willing to accept a "pure" colour, and it 

facilitates a mapping of the direction to which the colour perception 

within a certain square points. 
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